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Abstract

Software maintainability prediction is important because it enables organizations to effectively manage maintenance resources and improve design and coding. Most studies have concentrated on estimating the number of changes or changed lines of code during maintenance period. On the other hand, we propose classification models that determine maintainability levels of software units. Classification model is simple to use and makes it easy for developers to analyze results. Using widely used classification algorithms, we build and evaluate two types of prediction models. The experimental results show that decision tree with a CfsSubsetEval attribute selection method has the best performance in binary classifications and Naïve Bayesian outperforms others in ternary classifications.
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1 Introduction

As software maintainability becomes more and more significant, predicting maintainability is also getting important. If a maintainability prediction model makes an accurate result, the model enables organizations to effectively manage maintenance resources. Furthermore, it can help developers improve design and coding. By improving maintainability, cost and time spent on software development are reducing [1].

Figure 1 presents the structures of an estimation model and a classification model. Software units mean software modules or classes. Inputs of an estimation model are these units and outputs are the corresponding values that enable to evaluate their maintainability. In general, output values are the number of changes or changed lines of code during a maintenance phase. However, it is difficult to
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determine levels of maintainability using the numbers. In addition, estimating exactly the correct number is not easy. In contrast, we propose classification models that classify software units into several groups representing different maintainability levels. It is simple to use the models and they make it easy for developers to analyze classification results at a time so that it can be more useful than an estimation model.

2 Related Works

There are many studies about models to predict software maintainability [1]. Methods used in these models vary from statistical techniques to machine learning approaches. Most of the studies are about estimation models and we describe some important ones. Li and Henry used multiple linear regression for prediction [2]. Neural network modeling techniques were employed to predict the number of software defects and the maintainability [3]. Koten and Gray proposed Bayesian network models at first time [4] and Zhou and Leung used a multivariate adaptive regression splines model [5]. However, using these methods, determining and analyzing levels of maintainability makes developers do laborious works. On the contrary, there are few studies about classification models. Dallal constructed a model using logistic regression techniques [6]. Although he used a classification algorithm, however, did not focus on the maintainability levels.

3 Model Construction

The aim of our study is building and evaluating classification models for maintainability prediction. Maintainability levels are composed of High and Low in binary-classification or High, Medium and Low in ternary-classification. This being so, ternary-classification can classify software units in more detail than binary-classification. High/low maintainability means the number of changes is few/large. It is to say that Low is more serious; it is important to predict software units labeled Low more accurately than those labeled High. Figure 2 shows the process of constructing and using a classification model to predict maintainability. The process is divided into three phases: preprocessing phase in which data preprocessing and output labeling are conducted, training phase in which labeled data are trained by training algorithms, and prediction phase in which a trained model predicts the maintainability levels of the new input units.
Output labeling in the preprocessing phase is to determine the labels for classification outputs of training data. Mostly, the outputs before labeling are the number of changes or changed lines of code. It is needed to make new outputs labeled with maintainability levels according to original output values. The new output values are represented in the form of categories such as High, Low and/or Medium. As shown in dashed box, output labeling can be performed by two ways: by observing the distribution of the original output values or by the result of clustering algorithms using the original values. After labeling, classification algorithms are conducted in the training phase. The four typical classification algorithms are selected in the paper: J48 decision tree, Naïve Bayesian, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP). In the prediction phase, the trained model accepts new units and it predicts their maintainability levels.

4 Empirical Study

4.1 Experimental Setting

We use one of Li & Henry datasets [2], UIMS, which many researchers have used in their analysis. The other dataset, QUES, cannot be labeled properly using output labeling methods. That is why we use only UIMS. UIMS is a dataset with 11 metrics collected from 39 classes of a user interface management system implemented in Ada. The input metric vector is (DIT, NOC, MPC, RFC, LCOM, DAC, WMC, NOM, SIZE2, SIZE1) and the output metric is CHANGE. CHANGE is the number of lines changed per class during a maintenance period.

Figure 3 shows the CHANGE values of UIMS. 39 classes can be divided into two groups according to the CHANGE values intuitively. Figure 4 and 5 present the output labeling results after arranging the classes in order of the CHANGE value. Output labeling is conducted by (a) intuitive observation by human and (b) the result of k-means clustering. Figure 4 shows the result of labeling into binary groups. In binary groups, the result of observation is the same as that of clustering. The labeling results are 34 Low classes and 5 High classes. Figure 5 shows the result of labeling into ternary groups. Unlike binary groups, the result of (a) is different from that of (b). Building and evaluating models are conducted with all three results of output labeling.
For better performance of prediction, we use a CfsSubsetEval attribute selection method. Table 1 shows all attributes and the results of attribute selection.

### Table 1. Results of Attribute Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all attributes</td>
<td>dit, noc, mpc, rfc, lcom, dac, wmc, nom, size2, size1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary-classification</td>
<td>rfc, dac, size2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ternary-classification</td>
<td>dit, noc, mpc, lcom, dac, wmc, size2, size1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 Performance Measure

There are many measures that can be used to evaluate classification performance. We use accuracy, Type I/II error rates and area under ROC curve (AUC). Accuracy is a measure of an overall effectiveness of a classifier and AUC is that of an ability of classifier to avoid Low [7]. A Type I error rate is the number of High mislabeled as Low while a Type II error rate is the number of Low mislabeled as High. A Type II error is usually more critical than a Type I error because it requires heavy costs at the later phases of system development. The evaluation of multi-classification is more complicated than binary-classification.
In order to evaluate ternary-classification models, accuracy and two types of errors are used. AUC cannot be used because it is difficult to define in multi-classification [7]. Type I/II error rates in multi-classification are similar in form to those in binary-classification but have different meanings. Therefore, we define Type I/II’ error rates newly. A Type I’ error rate means the number of High mislabeled as Low or Medium while a Type II’ error rate means the number of Low mislabeled as Medium or High. There is also another error type meaning the number of Medium mislabeled as Low or High, but it is negligible.

4.3 Experimental Result

All experiments are run 10 times to obtain accurate results. A model with NotReduction is a model with all attributes. Table 2 shows the evaluation results in binary-classification and ternary-classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>binary-classification</th>
<th>ternary-classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Type I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J48</td>
<td>NotReduction</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td>92.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NotReduction</td>
<td>89.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>NotReduction</td>
<td>84.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td>92.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>NotReduction</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In binary-classification, the accuracies of the models with CfsSubsetEval are higher than or equal to those with NotReduction except Naïve Bayesian. J48 with CfsSubsetEval achieves 92.31 percent accuracy, with a Type I error rate of 1/34 and a Type II error rate of 2/5. SVM predicts all of Low but does not predict High at all, thereby a Type I error rate is as low as 0 and a Type II error rate is as high as 1. Both J48 with CfsSubsetEval and MLP with CfsSubsetEval are much better than others in the analysis of accuracy. However AUC which is another measure to evaluate the classification performance is different between them. According to [8], 0.84 of AUC values means an excellent discrimination. Therefore, J48 with CfsSubsetEval gives the best performance in all parts.

The performances of ternary-classification models using k-means clustering for output labeling are worse than those using intuitive observation. Table 2 shows the result of ternary-classification classified only by observation. Although overall the accuracies of ternary-classifications are lower than those of binary - classification.
tions, it is not to say ternary-classifications are bad as predictors. Similar results with binary-classification are shown for SVM that still cannot predict High at all. As the result, Naïve Bayesian outperforms others in ternary-classification.

5 Conclusions

Most of the previous researches on software maintainability prediction have focused on estimation models. On the other hand, we built two types of classification models, of which software units are classified into two or three groups representing different maintainability levels. A classification model is useful in that it is simple to use and make it easy for developers to analyze prediction results. According to the experimental results, J48 decision tree with CfsSubsetEval has the best performance in binary classifications and Naïve Bayesian outperforms others in ternary classifications.
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